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“WHERE YOU KNOW THAT YOU BELONG”

NWC’s Coach Mirabello Shoots for the Win!

By Taylor Armstrong ’19

John Mirabello is happy to participate in the prestigious tournament.

The big game will be held on
Wednesday, March 28, in Atlanta,
Georgia. If you want to cheer on
Coach Mirabello and all those involved in the McDonald’s All-American Basketball Game, tune into
ESPN or travel to Atlanta, and support NWC’s own Coach Mirabello!

Hartford Courant

Maureen Scudder

It was not just Mirabello’s stats that
caught the attention of McDonald’s,
but his outstanding character was also
a determining factor determining his
selection. Mirabello demonstrates
leadership on and off the court and
radiates a passion and love for the

game. Upon receiving the firstphone
call from the McDonald’s company,
Mirabello thought they would simply
ask if he had any players to recommend. He was completely caught off
guard when they asked him to coach.
When asked what being selected as a
leader means to him, Mirabello was
happy to thank the players and coaches around him. “I am very appreciative for this wonderful opportunity,”
Mirabello said, “and I’m grateful to
all the players and coaches,who are
a very big reason for this to happen,”

Maureen Scudder

Northwest Catholic High School’s
Coach John Mirabello was selected
to lead the eastern team in the McDonald’s All-American Basketball
game. The McDonald’s All-American game is a basketball competition which has been ongoing for 41
years. In this tournament, twelve of
the nation’s best players from the
east will play against twelve talented players from the west. John Mirabello, who is also an excellent teacher at Northwest, has spent over 30
seasons coaching at NWC, and has
helped our team to achieve over 500
victories, including four state titles.

Northwest Celebrates Mr. Cashman and Mr. Stuck

By Dylan Rispoli ’18
Fitting with our school theme
for this year, Northwest Catholic was thrilled to welcome
in September two very special
new members to the NWC community: Mr. Christian Cashman and Mr. Christopher Stuck.

News

Collin Crowshaw ’19

Blair asked for a blessing f orthe students, faculty, and staff
throughout the school year. That
same month, Mr. Stuck partnered with students Clara Barnes
’18 and Elizabeth “Libby” Vandal ’19 to lead the school in
raising over $1000 for victims
Before becoming President of
in Houston suffering in the afterNorthwest, Mr. Cashman has had
math of Hurricane Harvey. Aca long history of involvement in
cording to Libby, “Mr. Cashman
Catholic school education, inand Mr. Stuck truly embrace and
cluding working as Principal at
encourage the sense of commuChristian Cashman and Christopher Stuck are some of the newest addiboth St. Timothy’s Middle School
nity at Northwest Catholic. Both
tions to the NWC family.
and East Catholic High School, as
of them make it a point to get to
he grew up in West Springfield, Massachusetts.
well as teaching English and the
know each student and to get involved with the
theology courses at Fairfield College Prepara- This dynamic duo wasted no time in taking an ac- various organizations we have on campus. On a
tory School for seven years! Mr. Stuck displays tive role in community life. This past September, daily basis, I have seen them greet students by
a similar commitment to Catholic education, Northwest Catholic had the opportunity to take name at school, which just goes to show how
having served as the Academic Dean at St. John part in a new tradition that Mr. Cashman brought much they care! Since Mr. Cashman and Mr.
XXIII College Preparatory School in Houston, from Fairfield College Preparatory School: the Stuck have become part of the Northwest family,
Texas before travelling to Connecticut to carry Mass of the Holy Spirit, a long-standing Jesu- the sense of community has never been stronger!”.
out that role at Northwest, not too far from where it tradition, during which Archbishop Leonard
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March is such a strange time of year. We have made it through
another long winter, as storm after storm pummeled the state,
and we anxiously await the return of flowers, sunshine and
warmth. The calendar insists that Spring has already arrived,
but stubborn nor'easters seem to disagree.
March is also a time of transition at Northwest. Right about
now, first year students have settled firmly into the life of the
school, their confidence and energy so different from their
first few weeks here. Many sophomores are preparing for the
Sacrament of Confirmation, and all of them are becoming
more connected to the surrounding community as they complete their service projects. Juniors are meeting with their
guidance counselors to consider their post-graduate plans,
taking the SAT for the first time, and taking to the road to try
out their newly earned driver's licenses. Seniors are beginning
to look towards a life beyond Northwest, as they commit to
their chosen colleges and prepare for graduation.
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As we look forward to Easter, let us be thankful for our time
here at Northwest, and as Mother Theresa said, "Let us always
meet each other with a smile, for the smile is the beginning
of love."
Happy Easter everyone!
- Emma Schumaker '19

Northwest Passages benefits directly from
the William J. Kerin ’65 Fund, established
by Cathleen Collins ’65.

*Editor’s Note: Opinions expressed
in Northwest Passages are not
necessarily those of the
editorial staff.

Book Review: Between Shades of Gray
By MaryCharlotte Barnes ’20

Between Shades of Grayby Ruta Sepetys
is a historical-fiction novel chronicling
the experiences of a teenager during the
genocide of the Baltic people during Stalin’s reign in Russia. The protagonist, Lina
Vilkas, is a teenager living with her family
in Lithuania at the time. The story follows
her through her experiences as Soviet
officers storm her house and take her along
with her mother and brother to a labor
camp in Siberia. In the face of extreme
hardships at this camp, Lina continually
shows her bravery and selflessness by trying to put her family first and protect them,
although it is not always easy. During the
trials she faces, Lina meets many characters that show her how far a little kindness
can go, especially when it’s all you have.
The lesson of the story directly correlates
to our Catholic values which describe how
we should strive to treat others, even in
times when we ourselves are strugglingwith the utmost respect and kindness. The
author does a remarkable job telling the
story, while focusing on the people and

the impact they made on our protagonist.
Throughout the novel, the true meaning
of family and the friendships we forge in
times of hardships is revealed to make for
a heart wrenching and powerful novel.
This novel was the October choice for the
book club and one member C
 aroline Chappell ’19had some thoughts on the novel
after reading it “Between Shades of Grey
is fairly grim and brutal, but I appreciated
that it displayed a side of World War II that
I had never really known about. The book
showcased how the war affected the rest
of the world- for example the Lithuanians
who were put into camps, like in this book.
I think everyone should read this book, because it’s quite humbling. This book made
me thankful to be born in the country and
time I was”.
This novel can be found in paperback and
as an ebook on Amazon and at Barnes and
Noble.
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The Dramateurs Venture Into the
Woods for NWC’s Latest Musical
By Katherine DeVito ’21

Once upon a time, in a far-off kingdom, there lay a small village,
at the edge of the woods… (Sondheim, “Prologue”)

(pictured left to right) Aiden Deneen ’21, Justin Rivera ’19, Gabriel Landi ’20, Yucel Santiago
’18, and Yael Santiago ’19

The NWC Dramateurs are proud to present
Into the Woods by James Lapine and Stephen
Sondheim as the yearly Spring Musical. Once
again, Directors Mrs. Sara Avery and Miss Kate
Morran, Music Director Mr. Daniel Avery ’97,
Associate Director Mr. Michael Morales, and
countless others have worked hard to make this
year’s production a wonderful performance.

Little Red’s famous cape. Senior Captain Charles
Gfeller ’18 stars in his final Dramateurs’ production as Jack, with Sarah Lazor ’19 playing his
mother. Eliza Wizner ’18 plays the witch and
Matthew Villani ’19 threads all of their stories
together as the Narrator and Mysterious Man.

Yael Santiago ’19

Yael Santiago ’19
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The Tech Crew poses with the
beautiful stage they built.

family ties, loss of innocence, and even death.”

(pictured left to right) Joanna Kuziak ’19, Katherine Dudley ’20,
Mary Velazquez ’19, and Caroline Cooper ’18 act out a scene from
Cinderella’s storyline.

Maureen Scudder

Maureen Scudder

Eliza Wizner ’18, a senior this year, reflects on
her time as a member of the Dramateurs: “The
Dramateurs is the most energetic and welcoming group I’ve been a part of at Northwest. Our
commitment to the work we do is incredible, and
Miss Morran, Director of the Spring Musi- everyone brings their all to the rehearsal process.
cal, beautifully sums up the plot of the play: “In Work aside, the spirit of the group is one that really
This year, John Sullivan ’18 plays the role of the this show, Sondheim uses fairy tale characters makes it more of a family than a club or a team.”
Baker, with MaryCharlotte Barnes ’20 playing that we all know and love to weave an allegory
his wife. In addition, Katie Dudley ’20 takes the for the real life. The plot, while humorous and William Kasheta ’21 is a freshman new to the
stage as Cinderella, and Erin Conway ’20 doned light at times, digs really deep into relationships, Dramateur team this year, and is super excited to
Cont. on pg. 5

The whole cast of Into the Woods pose for group photos at the end of
their impressive performance.

Students Perform Beautifully at the
Berklee Jazz Festival

By Sophia Argay ’19

Lindsey Voelker ’19

The Berklee Jazz Festival began in 1969 and, since then,
has grown from a small event,
hosting about 21 bands, to now
hosting almost over 200, including over 3,000 high school
students from 15 states. These
students do not only compete,
but also hear performances by
Berklee faculty, tour the facility, and receive a written critique of their performance as
a group. The students of the
band and choir met at Northwest at 6:30pm and took a bus
down to the festival at Hynes
Convention Center in Boston.
Jazz Choir took second place at
the festival with their extraordinary renditions of "Stormy
Weather," "Autumn Leaves,"
"My One And Only Love,"
and "It Don't Mean A Thing
(If it Ain't Got That Swing)."

hard and as a team! Spending
the day together was a great way
for us to bond as a group, and we
had a lot of fun. I think all the
members of Jazz Choir would
agree with me in thanking Mr.
Daniel Avery, too, because
without him we couldn't have
done so well!” Mr. Avery, ’97
also added, “It’s very important
to have a sensitive perspective,
as this year was the best Jazz
The Jazz Choir poses for a group photo.
Choir has ever done. The aspect
First-year member Caroline been competing in this compe- the judges were most impressed
Cooper ’18, contributed, “The tition for about 17 years, and with was the blend of the choir,
Jazz festival was so great be- this was the highest we have which really puts a spotlight on
cause of all the work we put ever placed!” Lindsey Voelker the teamwork of the group.”
into it all year! I loved seeing ’19 added, “Berklee was such
how amazingly talented our a great experience even though In addition to their second
band students are, as well as we had to get to school very place, John Sullivan, ’18 was
listening to other amazing mu- early in the morning. We had to named Outstanding Musician
sicians. Also, it was an incred- put in a lot of hard work to get for the NWC Jazz Singers. John
ible experienceto win second the set ready, but it really payed Sullivan, ’18 humbly shared,
place because the members of off and showed us that we can “Berklee is always a fun experithe Northwest Jazz Choir have accomplish a lot when we work ence, and I’m really thankful to
Cont. on pg. 5
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The Twelfth Night By William Shakespeare: A Play to Remember
This show proved by the end of its run to be the
most difficult fall play in the Dramateurs history.
Such an amazing show doesn’t come cheap and
the price was the hours of rehearsal the whole
cast put into memorizing, blocking, and learning about what it is they were doing and why
they were doing it. The hard work paid off in the
end and as Charlie Gfeller ’18 said “ It was so
amazing being able to do a Shakespeare show, it
taught me so much about one of the most famous
playwrights of all time! The cast was amazing
and the response from the student body was so
positive”. The student body weren’t the only
ones to praise the show as English Department
Head Ms. Keating McKeon commented about

Maureen Scudder

Maureen Scudder

By MaryCharlotte Barnes ’20
As the lights dimmed and the opening music relli ’19, a cast member agreed saying "Anyone
began to play on November 10th, one could al- who's read Shakespeare before knows just how
ready tell that this show was special. The slow hard it is to interpret. We spent months studying
the material to make sure we could accurately
portray what was going on in each scene, because when it comes to shows like this, things
like body language and tone choice are really
important”. One of the directors, Ms. Morran
when speaking about why they chose this year
to perform Shakespeare said “As staunch theatre geeks, Mrs. Avery and I have long wanted to present a work by the Bard. We felt this
cohort of Dramateurs had the right mix of
strong actors and intellectual young people.
(Pictured from left to right) Dante Caruso ’20, Mary- “Twelfth Night” is one of my favorite comeCharlotte Barnes ’20, Ashleigh Purcell ’20, Riley Doener dies and we had so much fun playing with the
’19, and Matthew Villani ’19 up the drama of the play.
1920’s setting.” Throughout the months that
jazz song that was playing from the speakers were spent rehearsing the directors, cast, and
might not have been what one immediately crew focused with laser point intensity on the
thought of when thinking of Shakespeare but, original material while making the proper adonce the characters emerged everything be- justments so the show could have the modern
came clear. This is due to the fact that these edge that the 20’s possessed. This included
characters emerged dressed as one would in the playing jazz music between scenes, changing
1920’s in flapper dresses and dapper suits. This an integral scene that included a sword duel to
past fall the Dramateurs put on their most diffi- a gun duel, and making sure all beloved characcult show to date. The group, led by Ms. Morran ters were outfitted in era appropriate clothing.
and Mrs. Avery, tackled Twelfth Night By: Wil- From the minute Olivia, played by Sarah Laliam Shakespeare and managed to put their own zar ’19, entered the stage, first in mourning and
then seen flipping between rejecting a suitor
and pining away for an unrequited love, she
lit up the stage with her humor that was highlighted by Shakespeare’s descriptive language.
Along with Olivia there was an oddball cast of
characters that ranged from the stern Malvolio
who was driven to madness, played by Alton
Grange ’19, the well-meaning troublemaker
Mariah, played by Mary Velasquez ’19, and
the strong willed and spirited Viola, played by
Riley Doener ’19. The rest of the cast beauti(Pictured from left to right) Laurel Thompson ‘21, Felicia fully tied the story together by creating more
Link ‘21, Caroline Cooper ‘18, Dante Caruso ‘20, Ash- than one- dimensional characters who shone
leigh Purcell ‘20, MaryCharlotte Barnes ‘20, Nolan Horn brightly whether they were on stage as a duo,
‘21, Matt Villani ‘19, Riley Doener ‘19, Mary Velazquez trio, or full cast. The delightful story of a young
‘19, Natiel Cooper ‘18, Charlie Gfeller ‘18, Sarah Lazor
women who disguises herself as a man af‘19, and Jordan Pita ‘20 work together to create a lovely
ter being in a shipwreck, who then makes her
scene.
way to the Duke of the land and becomes his
unique spin on the well known show. What set personal messenger, meeting the quirky cast
apart this play from other retellings of its kind of characters that come along with her task to
was that this show was set in the roaring 20’s. woo the Dukes unrequited Lady love for him.
This past fall show was the first ever time All the while trying to fend off the Lady’s adthat the Dramateurs had tried to tackle one of vances, while she herself harbors feelings for
Shakespeare’s plays. This show proved to be the Duke. In this twisted tale of misunderstandquite the challenge, as the cast and crew spent ings and finding love, the wit of Shakespeare
a lot of time poring over every scene to make shines through in its truest form, making all
sure they fully understood what Shakespeare conversations (even some that could be dull
was trying to say and how they could perform or tiresome in other hands) interesting and hutheir roles to the best of their abilities. Kat Mo- morous when needed and moving when not.

(Pictured from left to right) Kat Morelli ‘19, Charlie
Gfeller ‘18, Natiel Cooper ‘18, Mary Velazquez ‘19, Felicia Link ‘21, Laurel Thompson ‘21, Matt Villani ‘19,
Riley Doener ‘19, Sarah Lazor ‘19, Jordan Pita ‘20,
Nolan Horn ‘21, Dante Caruso ‘20, Alton Grange ‘19,
MaryCharlotte Barnes ‘20, Ashleigh Purcell ‘20, Emily
Weiner ‘21, and Brendan Wlochowski ‘18 are perfectly
in sync.

Maureen Scudder

Maureen Scudder

the show “Twelfth Night” was such fun! The
winking wit that is grounded in Shakespeare’s
plot twists and turns—to which the audience is
privy and, thus, in on the “wink”—along with
the spectacular acting by the Northwest dramateurs—made watching this play a delightful
experience for me. I enjoyed it immensely!”.

Alton Grange ’19 and Natiel Cooper ’18 are having a
blast on stage.
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Cont. Northwest Celebrates Mr. Cashman and Mr. Stuck

Mr. Cashman and Mr. Stuck speak to students at an
assembly.

body excited and united about a common goal”. ing atmosphere that these two are fostering at
Northwest either. “Our new administrators have
With one fantastic full semester at NWC already brought a sense of enthusiasm and renewal to
under their belt, Mr. Stuck and Mr. Cashman NWC,” commented Mr. William Tressler, who has
continue to be hard at work making a difference been teaching at Northwest for over twenty years.
in the school community. When asked about He elaborated, “Mr. Cashman and Mr. Stuck,
the primary goals and vision of the adminis- along with our two veteran deans, are strongly
tration, Mr. Cashman named the top priority as committed to the nourishing of a Christian atmobeing “to revitalize and renew the mission of sphere for students and faculty; they are equally
NWC”. “I’ve heard so many alumni talk about committed to the continuing of our academic exthe ‘Northwest Catholic Way’,” Mr. Cashman cellence--challenging us all always to improve.
stated, “and we’re looking to current students, Their focus is on educating the whole person”.
alumni, and families to play a role in shaping
the meaning of this phrase and living it out”. Indeed, Mr. Tressler certainly echoes the feelings of the entire school community when he afIn fact, according to the student body, Mr. firms that “the future of NWC is in good hands”!
Cashman and Mr. Stuck have already made
great strides in this mission. Yeji Jang ‘18 cited “Mr. Cashman’s enthusiasm and vision” as
well as “Mr. Stuck’s charisma and keen judgment” as the keys that are “undoubtedly bringing about positive changes at NWC”. She
continued, “I believe there are more ongoing
dialogues to make a more unified, loving, and
joyful community. Everyone is putting in effort. I cannot imagine how NWC will change
over the next couple of years, but one thing I
know for sure is that the community is going to
take one step further to the Kingdom of God”.
Maureen Scudder

Of course, when asked about their favorite experiences with Mr. Cashman and Mr. Stuck, students quickly jumped to the memorable fall pep
rally, when Mr. Stuck and Mr. Cashman ran into
the packed gymnasium clad in a lion and a turkey
outfit respectively and proceeded to engage in a
lightsaber duel of epic proportions. The cheers
of NWC students could be heard throughout the
hallways when Mr. Cashman emerged victorious
in the battle, resulting in NWC having Super Bowl
Monday off from school. “This ‘duel’ proved
that high school is spontaneous, and doesn’t
have to be mundane,” reflected Katherine “Kat”
Morelli ’19, “It was a nice change of pace after
a quarter of hard work”. Likewise, Emily WeinMr Stuck and Mr Cashman dress up festively for an NWC
er ’21 enthusiastically praised the “creative disPep Rally.
play” as an “all-inclusive way to get the student It’s not just students who have noticed the amaz-

Cont. Berklee Jazz Festival

The 21-piece Jazz Band began with an excellent rendition of “Autumn Leaves” and
capped off their performance
with “Harlem Congo.” Allison
Tessman ’21, Matthew Villani
’19, Michael Stamm ’19, Marcos Garcia ’18, Carter Horton
’18, and Michael Foster ’19 all
put on impressive solos within
the songs. Although the Jazz
Band did not win first place, as
they have the past two years,
it was a great experience in
which all members performed
excellently. Michael Stamm,

was great! It was a great experience to spend a day with my
friends, but also to be exposed
to musical groups from all over
America. Not only were there
groups from California and
Puerto Rico performing, but we
were able to watch the legendary jazz pianist Ellis Marsalis
perform with his band. On top
of that, we made history with
the Jazz Choir being awarded
a spot in the top three for the
first time since the founding
of the group. Honestly, it was
a fantastic experience to have
a day dedicated to musical
immersion with my friends!”
Come see for yourself, Jazz
Band and Jazz Choir will
be performing next on Jazz
Night on May 5th, 2018!

Singers pose before going on to win
second place at the event.

Maureen Scudder

’19, three year member of the
Northwest Catholic Jazz Band
commented, “We all played
our best and really enjoyed it.
Music is all about communicating with each other, and I
felt that the band really clicked
and worked together to make a
great performance in front of a
packed room. We also had the
opportunity to see numerous
other talented groups allowing
us to leave as better musicians.”
Arianna DiCiccio ’20 of the
Northwest Catholic Jazz Band
added, “Berklee is something I
look forward to every year because the experience of being
surrounded by so many other
high school bands and professionals is amazing. I always
learn more about how to play
as a band and hear helpful advice from professionals.” Mr.
Daniel Luddy ’03 thoughtfully
commented, “The leadership
of the seniors was really able
to bring the group together as
peers and really allow the band
to work together as a team.”
Matt Villani, ’19, a member of
both the Jazz Choir and Jazz
Band summed up his unique
experience by sharing, “Well it

The NWC Dramateurs rehearse the big musical number “Into the Woods”

be a part of the production, “I am playing one of
the spirits of the forest, and I am also understudying the role of Jack. Coming in it was very very
exciting to be a part of the Dramateurs. My old
school came to see the spring shows every year,
and I would always be so astounded, and I wanted to be a part of it, since theater has been a part
of my whole life.” Junior Sophie Argay ’19 is also
playing a spirit of the wood, and comments on
her role, “We get to do a lot of interpretive things
because we have a less intricate set this year, so the
spirits in the wood make the stage come alive.”

Maureen Scudder

to have the opportunity to go.
This year was especially memorable, as it was my last time
performing there and because
the jazz singers placed second.
Everyone involved put in hours
of work, and I’m really proud
of everyone’s performance. I
was incredibly honored to be
awarded the judge’s choice
award, especially since each
member of this year’s choir is
so talented. I look forward to
more performances with this
group, and I couldn’t think
of a better group of people to
end my career at NWC with.”

Cont. Into the Woods

James Sullivan ’18, Brendan Wlochowski ’18,
Katherine Dudley ’20, Lindsey Voelker ’19, and
Jordan Pita ’20 perform on opening night.
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Inside Out!

with Katherine Jacobs ’18, Tyler Drouin ’21, and Mr. Francis Butler ’11

By Joseph DeVito ’19 and Katherine DeVito ’21

your life, what would it be?
KJ: Buffalo Wild Wings.

TD: It would have to be steak or some
sort of really good meat.
FB: Probably lasagna.
If you had a paid vacation to visit any
country, which would it be and why?
KJ: France because I’ve always wanted to
see the Eiffel Tower.

KJ: Running.
TD: My greatest talent would probably be
problem solving because I’m a quick thinker.
FB: My greatest talent... I tend to be a pretty good conversationalist and can usually
find something in common with almost
anyone.
What is your favorite movie or book?
KJ: The Blind Side

TD: I would just go to Florida because it’s TD: My favorite book is Dormia by Jake
always warm.
Halpern and Peter Kujawinski.
FB: I think I’d want to go to Italy because
I’ve never been there and I’d like to go to
the Vatican as a pilgrimage, and also go to
see the Roman ruins of Pompeii.

FB: My favorite book is The Lord of the
Rings. There are many books I like such as
Harry Potter and any history books also.

KJ: Christmas because my family’s
always busy and we get to spend
time with each other.
TD: Christmas because it’s a fun
time for everyone.

Katerine DeVito ’21

KJ: Forward to see what my life turns out
Katherine Jacobs (KJ): Reading people’s
to be.
minds because I want to know what people
are thinking.
TD: I would travel to the future to when I
get my job to see where I go with my life.
Tyler Drouin (TD): Flying, so you could
go anywhere without a car.
FB: I think I would travel back to the
Roman Empire because the Roman Empire
Mr. Francis Butler (FB): Telekinesis
is a foundation of western civilization and
because I think the ability to move objects
I think it would be cool to see a complex
with my mind would be very convenient,
society that gave so much to our culture at
and I could even make myself fly.
work.
What
do you think is your greatest talent?
If you could eat one food for the rest of

What is your favorite holiday?
Why is it your favorite?

Tyler Drounin ’21

FB: Probably Thanksgiving. I enjoy
that holiday as a time to appreciate
family and friends, and all the things
we have.
If you could ask God one question, what would it be?
KJ: What was I put on this earth to
do?
TD: What’s the meaning of life?
FB: What do you want me to do
with my life?

Katherine Jacobs ’18

If you had a time machine, would you go
back or forward in time?

Katherine “Kat” Jacobs ’18

What is one of your favorite hobbies?
KJ: Sewing.
TD: One of my favorite hobbies is
airsoft because it’s fast paced for fun.
FB: I’m a big fan of Lord of the
Rings. I buy and paint the Lord of
the Rings models, and play strategy
games with friends and my brother.

Katerine DeVito ’21

If you could have any superpower, what
would it be and why?

Mr. Francis Butler ’11

ACTS: A Chance to Serve and Solidify

ACTS is not your typical forty minute, five days a
week class. Though the name of this class is an acronym
for “A Chance to Serve,” and the students participate
in amazing service opportunities, ACTS does not just
give students the type of “chance” that the name implies. It also gives them a chance to solidify as a family.
Mrs. Kristina Gillespie, who has now been teaching
the ACTS class for 23 years, commented on her favorite thing about teaching this unique class: “I love
that we become such a small Christian community. I
have a relationship with that class unlike any other
class I teach. It also helps me to grow in my faith.”
The ACTS class is certainly a very close-knit community where each member respects the other. The
students begin each class with silent prayer, and
then they make prayers of gratitude and intercession. This promotes a peaceful and caring environment where students support each other and come to
know each other better. After prayer, the class could
be doing anything from preparing for Mass to planning freshman or sophomore retreats, depending on
the day. As Mrs. Gillespie put it, “Except for prayer
at the beginning, which is always the same, lots of
different things are happening.” Even with so much
going on, the solidarity that the students in the
ACTS class achieve through prayer is truly amazing.
The senior students themselves also had quite a bit
to say about the wonderful relationships they have

made in the ACTS class this year. Daniel Ogbonna ’18 explained that he really got to know people better, and he even met one of his close friends
through ACTS. In fact, meeting new people was the
very reason that he applied to the class. “I chose to
take ACTS because there were students in my grade
who I didn’t know completely and I thought taking
ACTS would help me get to know them better,” he
said. “I also took ACTS because I wanted to know
more about Mrs. Gillespie.” This aspect of ACTS also
makes the class very unique, because there is not only
a close relationship between the students, but such a
relationship also exists between the students and the
teacher. As Mrs. Gillespie explained, she really enjoys hearing the students’ stories as well as sharing
those of her own. Surely, the ACTS class provides
a special way for many people to come together.
Kyara Heredia ’18 also commented on why she took
ACTS, saying, “I decided to take ACTS because I
have always loved doing service through the school,
and ACTS was a chance to do service on another level
and become more in-touch with my faith.” The famous
ACTS class Immersion played an important role in
Heredia’s experience this year. She said, “I got to know
people on a deeper level through the Immersion, and
it was an amazing experience.” The very important
service accomplished in ACTS seems to contribute to
such positive experiences for the whole class to bond.
The powerful lessons that the students have learned

this year also speak to the great sense of community
they now have. Ogbonna so wonderfully stated, “As
I prepare to leave Northwest, one lesson I take with
me from the ACTS class is that of communication,
process, and patience.” Heredia shared, “I feel like a
lesson that I learned is to give everyone a chance.”
Though this year’s ACTS class may be over, all
of the students have made some truly extraordinary relationships and have unified to serve
Northwest and the greater community in countless ways. As Mrs. Gillespie said, “We’re doing God’s work, so you can’t really go wrong.”

Maureen Scudder

By Joseph DeVito ’19

Students in the ACTS class sort through clothes during the Immersion.
From left to right: Julia Frasco ’18, Grace Sawka ’18, Bridget Murphy
’18, Kyara Heredia ’18, Nicole Mealha ’18, and Kat Jacobs ’18
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Boys’ Indoor Track

By Alex Kanya ’18 - Sports Editor

Girls’ Indoor Track

Captains: Daniel Ogbonna ’18,
Alex Kanya ’18, Conor Walsh
’18

Captains: Katherine “Kat” Jacobs
’18, Calla Kremidas ’18, Kathryn
Shea ’18

Maureen Scudder

Captain’s Corner: According
Captain’s Commentary: “This was
to Dan Ogbonna ’18, “I bemy last season of indoor, and I couldn’t
lieve that this season and more
be happier with the way things endthan any other season, I, and the
ed. I bonded so much with both the
other captains tried our best to
boys and the girls team this year. We
touch base on inclusivity. For a
all came back better than ever and I
team that consisted of a majorcouldn’t be ore proud to lead such an
ity of experienced athletes and
amazing team full of potential”, reupperclassmen, it was important
marks Kat Jacobs ’18.
to let every student know that
with track and field, one’s heart
Season Overview: The team had an
and a willingness to work hard
impressive 2018 campaign, despite a
surpasses skill in order to be a
small lineup of six girls advancing to
member of this team. Both the
the Class S meet. The sprint medley
boys and girls teams have great
relay (200-200-400-800) of Kremidas,
potential to do some damage in
Jacobs, Sheena Wolliston ’19, and
The Indoor Track teams exhibit true athletic talent and sportssmanship.
the CCC Conference, and I am eager
Shea were Class S champions, and finished
to see where the upcoming season will take Northwest this spring.”
the season tenth overall in the state, while the 4x200m relay of Kiana Woods ’19,
Wolliston, Kalyssa Muniz ’20, and Jacobs finished fifth in Class S. Finally, Jacobs
Season Overview: The team was succesful in finishing 12th at the CIAC Class finished the season third in the state in the 55m hurdles, setting a school record
S Championship. Michael Stamm ’19 won second place in the 1000m run and time of 8.55 seconds.
secured 8 points. In the he 4x200m relay, Dom Mealha ’20, Justin Tavares ’21,
Paris Carpenter ’19 and Sam Deveau ’19 finished sixth in Class S.
Looking Ahead: The team’s success this season revealed many promising athletes including Woods, Wolliston, and Muniz. The example set by the graduating
Looking Ahead: The team is supported by a strong lineup of underclassmen captains will drive the NWC girls’ indoor track team to maintain its level of comduring championship season, and rising seniors Stamm, Deveau, and Carpenter petition in future seasons.
expected to be focal points in the team’s gameplan entering next year.

Boys’ Basketball

Girls’ Basketball
Captains: Anna Cenci ’18, Amber Charles ’18
Captain’s Commentary: Anna Cenci ’18 comments “It was definitely a rebuilding year for us but our team was strong through the whole season and we
were willing to take on any challenge thrown at us and I see nothing but positive
things for the team in the future!”

Maureen Scudder

Season Overview: The NWC girls’ basketball team overcame significant adversity throughout the season under the leadership of seniors Anna Cenci ’18 and
Amber Charles ’18, who provided significant support and offensive prowess in
the team’s contests against very talented opponents in the Central Connecticut
Conference.

The Senior Basketball players are proudly pose for a photo as their record
of their achievements are quite evident.

Looking Ahead: Many underclassmen took on significant roles for the girls’
basketball team during the season, including Nora Staunton ’20 and Isabel Mortillaro ’20, who will be taking on greater roles as the team looks towards its
future seasons.

Captain: Luca Mirabello ’18

Season Overview: The NWC boys’ basketball team has had a strong season thus
far, led by a strong core of seniors including Luca Mirabello ‘18 and Luke Fox
‘18. The two have been an offensive force throughout the year, scoring 19 and
20 points respectively in an impressive victory over the crosstown rival Hall Warriors. Other seniors making significant contributions to the team are DeAnte Anderson ‘18 and Shayne Rice ’18.
Looking Ahead: Despite losing some talented seniors, the underclassmen of the
boys’ basketball team will take up the challenge, including Jonah Obi ’19 and Guy
Ragland, Jr. ’20, who have taken on the offensive load for the team during its impressive run throughout the season.

Yoshika Tsuruki ’19

Captain’s Commentary: Luca Mirabello ’18 states, “Despite our rough preseason, we knew how great we could be. We knew that if we believed in ourselves
and if we believed in each other we’d be able to show everyone just how much we
were capable of, so that’s what we did. There wasn’t one person on the team who
I didn’t trust to have my back.”

Amber Charles ’18, Caroline Rutenburg ’20, Jamirah Honaker ’21, Isabell Mortillaro
’20, Nora Staunton ’20, Carly Drusedum ’20, Ava Louise Griffin ’21, Tiara Honaker
’19, Taylor Griffith ’20, Emily Armetta ’20, Anna Cenci ’18, Yoshika Tsuruki ’19, Sophia Bordeaux ’20, and Taylor Popella ’21 gather together at an outing.
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Boys’ Ice Hockey

Captains: Paul Arel ’18, Drew Hungerford ’18

By Alex Kanya ’18 - Sports Editor

Girls’ Ice Hockey

Season Overview: The NWC boys’ ice hockey team was led by seniors Drew
Hungerford ’18 and Paul Arel ’18, the latter of whom was recognized by the Hartford Courant as one of its “Fab Five” players this season. Hungerford contributed
two goals in a close 4-3 loss to Greenwich, while Arel provided a much-needed
assist in a victory over Glastonbury.
Looking Ahead: The boys’ ice hockey team has a very strong group of underclassmen who are ready to take on greater roles in the coming seasons, including
Nick Salcedo ’19, Sean Macary ’19, Nathan Loitz ’20, and Brennan Horn ’20.

Maureen Scudder

Captain’s Corner: Drew Hungerford ’18 affirms that “Our team has been up and
down with some big wins and tough losses but we’re starting to really click as we
head into playoffs this upcoming week. Our defense and goaltending is very solid
and we’re starting to get a lot of production from our offense. We hope to make it
back to Yale for another shot at the state title.”

Our girls’ hockey team had a very succesful season ven though the
program is very new.

Captain’s Commentary: “This season has been a year of firsts for our team. It’s
the first season where we have had a winning record, beat Simsbury for the first
time, as well as one of our rivals: Hall/Conard. This is the first year we’ve made
playoffs, let alone make it to the SCC Championship game and States! It’s insane
to see how far this team has come. When we started the team in my sophomore
year, we only won three games. This year, we won eleven and we made it into
conference and States! I’m really happy with how far the team has come and it’s
going to be sad leaving it. I’m so happy that I was able to play with these girls
from both Northwest and Mercy, every practice and game you could see the effort
that all the girls put into the team,” remarks Kayleigh Manion ’18.

The NWC boys’ hockey team plays a match against a rival.

Cheerleading

Captain: Shania Lapsey ’18
Captain’s Corner: Shania Lapsey ’18 remarks “As our season comes to a close,
we are very proud of all the work the team has put in for the last 7 months. The
team was led by myself, and junior, Keily Murillo...The team has worked hard to
make some complex changes in our routine in order to maximize the points on all
score sheets. We are also very proud to have two more all conference members
added to the elite few; Nicole McFarlane and Sophie Przystawski. These past few
months have been physically demanding but we know we are ready to prove to the
state how hard we have worked and how far we have come. As a senior captain, I
am very proud of how much the team has grown over the last four years. We have
come a long way since we started in August, from cheering at every home and
away football game, and cheering at almost all the home boys’ and girls’ basketball
games in addition to practicing 5-6 days a week. We are very happy with the bond
we have created, and I am excited to see the team continue to grow after I have
graduated.”
Season Overview: The NWC Cheer Program had a strong season, carrying their
training and practice from the fall into an impressive winter competition campaign, which included a sixth place finish at the Windsor Warrior Competition.
Additionally, they cheered at every home game for the boys’ and girls’ basketball
teams.

Maureen Scudder

Looking Ahead: Lapsey is the only senior on this year’s team, so many younger
cheerleaders are prepared to take on leadership roles in the coming seasons. At the
Windsor Warrior Challenge, underclassmen Jenn Loveland ’19, Nicole McFarlane
’19, and Isabella Morsheimer ’21 all cheered very well and demonstrated that the
program is in capable hands.

The Cheerleaders perform impressively.

Season Overview: The co-op had a remarkably strong season for such a young
program, reaching the SCC championship game for the first time in team history.
The team beat cross-town rivals Hall/Conard 2-1 in the semifinals, with Annie
Alissi ‘19 scoring the game-winning goal in the final seconds.
Looking Ahead: Joining Alissi in the strong underclassman core to continue the
team’s strong run is goalie Brianna McDermott ’20, who was an instrumental factor in the team’s success in their 2017-18 campaign. Other standout performers
returning in coming seasons were Elizabeth Murphy ’19, Scarlett Miller ’20, and
Anna Melanson ’20.

Swimming

Maureen Scudder

Maureen Scudder

Captains: Kayleigh Manion ’18, Katherine Sadak, Kendall Castro (Mercy)

The swim team is excited about their team’s
promising future.

Captains: Justin Lam ’18, Coleen Gauthier ’18, Chris Raymond ’18
Captain’s Corner: “This swim season we had both newcomers and returners.
But the one thing in common that we all had was improvement. Not only did
we all improve our skills in the pool, but we improved ourselves as the human
person. We showed our true senses of teamwork, unity, and family. We either
won as a team or lost as team,” affirms Chris Raymond ’18.
Season Overview: The NWC swim team has a significant senior class that has
provided strong leadership throughout the season, consisting of Chris Raymond
’18, Justin Lam ’18, Charlie Gfeller ’18, Dawid Karpiej ’18, Anthony Butler
’18, Eliza Wizner ’18, Clara Barnes ’18, and Coleen Gauthier ’18, all of whom
have made notable contributions both in the pool and outside of it to the program’s future.
Looking Ahead: There is a strong underclassman unit that is prepared to take
on a greater role next season, including Ethan Cheffer ’19, who took first place
in the 100m breaststroke against Hall, Matt Villani ’19, who finished second in
the 50m freestyle against rival Conard, and Jackson Rynquist ’19, who won the
100m breaststroke against Conard.

